
Spicy Otters ROV
Abstract

The SeaPerch competition provides an opportunity to be creative with developing
solutions to real-world problems. While there are many great designs already out there, our goal
this season was to come up with a unique and creative design that performs better than the
classic Remote Operated Vehicle (ROV). Our ROV is designed to perform the competition tasks
but in a new innovative way. We have implemented rotating thrust motors onto our ROV,
inspired by an aircraft that utilizes a proproter. Collectively, this ROV has four working motors:
two for the rotating propellers, one for the gearbox, and one that is stationary in the middle for
lift. The motors are protected by custom hydrodynamic motor covers reducing drag. Attaching
the motor covers to the frame with a 3D printed axle, the gearbox is the mechanism that performs
the rotation. Inside, the gears are arranged to produce torque to counteract the resistance force of
the water, as well as the gears rotate at a slower, more controllable speed for the competition. On
the top of the frame, we included two hooks on the sides to assist with removing the beacon, as
well as pushing the floating objects. These special parts all assist in the game tasks. They
regulate the movement of the ROV closely and produce thrust in any direction. Our design is a
new, creative solution to the SeaPerch competition.

Task Overview
In the beginning, we defined the tasks together as a team of what the ROV will be

required to perform, then formed our design to fit the requirements and constraints. For
Regionals, we participated in the obstacle course, recovery challenge, and the speed test (which
we set a school record of 16.3 seconds and won gold). For Internationals, we will participate in
the recovery challenge with a time limit. Our ROV is designed to effortlessly transport objects
quickly and smoothly over long distances. To complete these tasks, our ROV’s design utilizes
mechanisms, shape, and size to our advantage. Undoubtedly, the most essential part of our design
is the rotating motors. They are versatile and function in all of the tasks. The gear ratio of the
motors is calculated to provide torque so the motors will have the strength to lift, sink, and
maneuver objects. Although they are not designed specifically for speed, the configuration of
having three motors that can propel in the same direction, compared to other designs where there
are usually only two in one direction, will help with speed. The small size of the ROV was
intentional to be able to maneuver quickly and sharply around obstacles and through the water.
Also, the shape is wide and sturdy enough to turn the vault gate. For the recovery challenge
where the ROV interacts with objects, our design has individualized parts for each task. The
claw on the bottom functions to hold objects in place securely while traveling and distributes the
weight across three prongs. The purpose of the hooks on the top of the ROV is used to move the
beacon parts off while also being small enough to not hinder the movement of the ROV. They
also aid in the floating garbage patch to drag items under or poke items over the ring. We took
the risk in trying to create an ROV with rotating motors to help us move items to meet the
objective of navigating a large course while transporting items efficiently.
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Design Approach
Our ROV’s design began the minute last season ended. Last season, the ROV struggled to

lift items in the recovery challenge and it would nosedive where the object was being held. It
also lacked control and strength. This year, we did extensive research into many fields to find a
catalyst for our new design. We decided to base our ROV off of the V-22 Osprey plane. The
osprey plane is a tilt-rotor aircraft with a unique capability of
rotating the propellers (Boeing). It is also known as a
“proproter” since it combines two different propellor types
(Airforce Technology, 2021, March 25). This inspired our
solution to address the lift and pitch problems identified from
the previous season. Along with our past weaknesses, our ROV
was very slow: the ROV’s speed time was only 45 seconds.
Using our prior knowledge, this year we planned our design
around that issue since it impacted all aspects of our
functionality. We agreed as a team that Yale’s idea, inspired by
the V-22 Osprey, was the best for our goals this season. The purpose of the rotating motors is it
gives a new function to the ROV; it can now counter its own actions. It is no longer one ROV
with stationary parts. The pivoting motors give an innovative way to change the direction while
still providing a steady amount of effort force in said direction. It is a unique idea that challenged
us, as this idea has never been accomplished in our school’s history.

The main dilemma was finding a way to rotate the arms like the Osprey plane. After
plenty of research, we decided on the worm gear as the solution
because “it changes the rotational movement by 90 degrees, and the
axis of movement also changes due to the position of the worm on
the worm wheel” (Machinery Lubrication). This will allow a gear
ratio to produce torque to handle the weight of the motor and the
force needed to carry the ROV. This is possible with a gearbox that
utilizes a torque gear ratio. We 3D-printed many prototypes of the
gearbox, all 3D-designed by Tracie. After printing out the first
model of the gearbox, we discovered that the holes in the prototype
were misaligned, therefore the gears would not fit as planned. To
get the alignment correct, we used a caliper to remeasure and
reprint another gearbox. The new gearbox contained four gears: the
worm gear connected to the motor shaft also connects to the first
gear. The second gear connected to that has a ratio of 18:1. The
second gear contains 18 teeth that are connected with a larger gear

that has 33 teeth. The third gear slows down the gears by almost half, 6/11 to be exact, and has a
smaller 10 toothed gear next to it that is aligned to the fourth gear. The fourth gear has two gears
on it as well. The 45 toothed one is driven from the 10 toothed
gear from the third gear.  When we tried using it, however, it
spun too fast to control. To remedy this, we added a gear that had
45 teeth, which spun once every 6 turns from the previous gear.
We printed a smaller version of a prototype to ensure the spacing
was correct for the last two gears. This was a separate model to
test the placement without printing another gearbox which
resolved the issue successfully. This decreased the gear ratio to
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890:1, which had a more controlled speed. Another issue with the gearbox was the second gear
and the worm gear were bending and twisting due to heat. This was easily solved when we ran
the gearbox in the water which effectively cooled them down. After, we agreed to incorporate the
gearbox into the frame instead of separate pieces to accurately align the steel rods with holes in
the frames for the motor cover attachments. We designed this gear ratio to rotate slowly, but also
for torque so the ROV can withstand resistance force from the water. The gearbox was designed
to be shaped like a bullet. Its shape is hydrodynamic which helps to decrease the drag of our
ROV. The difference between just an axle driving a motor versus our gearbox design is that our
gearbox increase the output force using the same input force, therefore, it can spin two motors
and function the way we intend it to.

After the gearbox was finalized, we worked on the frame of the ROV. Our goal was to
ensure that a water bottle could fit inside the frame along with the other components. We chose
to make our ROV 4 inches by 8 ½ inches in order to hold a water bottle because a water bottle is
around 3.5 inches in diameter and the height is 8.25 inches. We added a rear motor that is
stationary and is used for thrust across the Z-axis. This motor is going to be printed directly into
the frame. The rectangular prism shape of the frame gives
stability and is easy to balance. After completing the frame,
we decided to work on the side motors that were going to be
attached to the fifth gear. Custom motor guards were created
using Autodesk Inventor to minimize drag and to protect the
propeller from game pieces. The guards are shaped like
bullets in order to travel in the water smoothly. We printed the
motor guard connecting rods at three inches and sanded them
down to two inches after finding that three inches was too
long and made the ROV roll. The custom motor covers are
supposed to give protection and alignment to the thrusters,
which is why we put effort into balancing the motor covers.
We incorporated the hook for interacting with game parts by
forming an attachment to fit around the frame. The design is a
simple, straight pole designed to be hydrodynamic but perform well. We have found in the past
that hooks with an angled end are hard to maneuver and get underneath the parts which is why
we chose to go for a classic hook that snaps onto the ROV.

We proceeded to brainstorm how to retrieve the sunken water bottles. We did this by
creating a cradle that holds the water bottles in four different corners to lift it up to the desired

location. We used the application Autodesk Inventor and created an L-shaped
piece that will be printed four times that will be positioned to create a basket. We
later found out that the C-clamp that connected the L-shaped pieces to the ROV
were weak and would come off with a slight bump. To tailor the C-clamp to the
ROV, we created a pin by drilling a hole and using a paperclip to ensure that the
C-clamp did not move the L-shaped pieces. Later, we found out that the water
bottles would slip through to the backside of the ROV and concluded we needed
a stopping point for the water bottle. We removed the lower half of the L-shaped
pieces from the design so only two of them curved them in. Yale had the idea to
form paperclips into a rainbow shape to form to the water bottle. This will create
the cradle to stop the water bottles from falling out. This will coincide with our
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small frame, folding the pieces into the ROV to keep the smaller size which will help maneuver
through the obstacle course, recovery, and speed test.

After Regionals, we found lots of issues with our design in the pool we had not been able
to find in our small tank at school. We revised our ROV to allow us to maneuver with more
control. We used our gearbox, however, this time it is placed in the back so that we can fix the
issue with lifting and sinking. At Regionals, our ROV
struggled with moving to any desired location. When
the motors were facing up, they would move the back
over the front in a circle instead of upwards. We fixed
this by placing our two front motors in the back and
changed the location of the rear motor to the middle
while changing its orientation to function as a lift
motor. The layout of the placement of the motors was
similar to a standard ROV, however, we can move
our rear motors in the upward position to aid in
lifting or in a front-facing position to move forwards.
We also changed the hook design when ours
struggled to keep the items on. We designed a new
claw with three prongs, like a trident, that went
underneath the ROV, and two singular hooks on the top for floating items. The body shape had to
change to fit the new placement of the motors and gearbox, so we took the opportunity to
redesign from a trapezoidal shape to a square back with a triangle front, which makes it easier to
interact with the vault gate. We believe strongly that our design is innovative and will perform
better than in past years. The concept of the osprey was new to us, but throughout the design
process we have come up with more creative ways to improve our design.
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Experimental Results
Our tests involved a variety of concerns from ensuring that the gearbox was working to

testing the rotation of the side motors to checking to fixing the floatation. The main issue we
found was we needed to find a way to permanently attach the last gear to the steel rod. Our first
worm gear was attached with super glue, however, due to the high strength of the gears, the gears
could not be held with super glue. We tried super gluing the gear to the steel rod three separate
times, all of which came apart. We then tried solving this issue by soldering a piece of metal into
the plastic gear itself to connect to the steel rod. This worked for about a week before the solder
gave up on the steel rod. Finally, we did some research into types of bondings and found epoxy
to be the best for bonding (Loctite). It can form a bond with plastic and metal, which was a
struggle for us to connect the two well. We used epoxy glue while adding a spacer to also help
grip the steel rod with more surface area. After the epoxy was cured for 48 hours, we discovered
that the epoxy worked extremely well. Unfortunately, we did not sand the area where the motor
covers connect to the ROV enough and while the epoxy held, it was difficult to rotate because of
the friction. Using a hairdryer, we warmed the 3D material to be malleable and pulled the motor
covers out to make the hole larger, reducing friction and successfully attaching the motor covers
to the gearbox.

We attached the motor covers and tested them in the water. We discovered that the ROV
was rolling from left to right a tremendous amount. To counter this, we decreased the length of
the arms so there is a closer center of mass. This solved the rolling problem so we continued to
add flotation to the bottom. We found out the ROV naturally turned itself over because the
weight of the gearbox and the rear motor fell to the bottom. Instead of trying to change this, we
flipped the ROV design over, as this would allow us to place flotation on the top of the frame of
the ROV design. This helped prevent rolling which was an issue before. We added weights to the
bottom of the ROV and added flotation to the top to ensure that the bottom of the ROV had a
lower center of mass and an upward pull on the top. At first, we decided to try to use styrofoam
for flotation since it could be easily shaped but we found out that the ROV would roll again if the
belly was covered in flotation. We solved this issue by replacing the styrofoam cutouts with pool
noodles on the sides and no flotation on the belly to decrease the rolling. On top of that, we
found that the rear of the ROV was sinking. We added flotation to the rear with styrofoam that fit
perfectly in the frame of the ROV.

During Regionals, we learned how our ROV acted in the water. This was the first time we
were able to drive the ROV further than three feet and it was drastically different. We learned
that we needed a better way for the ROV to lift with the added resistance of the water. Also, we
learned about how the two motors act in the front. All the turning happened at the front which
made the rear harder to turn and control. We redesigned the ROV motor configuration from the
two turning in the front to the back, and the back stationary motor to the middle which now
works as a lift motor. The hook and basket did not work as well as we hoped, so we changed the
hook into a three-prong trident hook underneath the ROV and added two single hooks to the top.
When testing the new claw it worked great, but the objects kept slipping further back and it was
hard to get them off the hook. From there, we added zip ties to the back corners to keep the
objects on the front, making it easier to slip them off. This new redesign worked amazingly well
compared to the previous ROV. Throughout all the trial and error, we ended with a design better
than the last. These tests were important to fix before testing fully in the water, and without these
new additions, we would not have a functional ROV. All of the shortcomings inspired us to come
up with something completely different.
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Reflection & Next Steps
From this season, we learned many things about how a new design would perform. The

gearbox, custom motor frames, and floatation all provided significant obstacles. The silver lining
is we now have learned lessons to evaluate before designing and developing next year's ROV.
One of the most challenging issues this year was making a mechanism to rotate the arms with the
two side motors. Creating this mechanism was challenging, as it seemed that once one issue was
solved, there always seemed to be two more. We faced this the most with the gearbox. We first
had issues with the spacing, then it was moving too fast and not the right hole size for the steel
rods. After we resolved these issues, we had another issue in permanently attaching the last gear
to the steel rod when the superglue and soldering did not hold. Then we found out that the space
between the side motor arms and the slots they went into were too small.

The rotating motors were the star of the design, but there was a lot of trial and error since
they were unique. This is because it is the first ROVs of its design in our school’s history, which
left us susceptible to more issues. We did not have past teams who have tried this type of design
to learn from, so we had to learn for ourselves. We learned that the center of mass is affected by
more than just floatation when the two motors on the side being off-kilter rolled the ROV
uncontrollably. We can also learn from this year that epoxy is a permanent bond that works best
in water compared to other forms of attachment. These issues continuously popped up. We went
into the design with basic ideas and relied on prototypes for decisions in the design process. We
should have taken more care in planning the design, in the beginning, to have avoided many of
these problems and use prototypes for testing rather than designing.  After competing in
Regionals, we learned how the ROV works in a larger body of water and with game pieces. It
served as a valuable learning experience in how the mass was distributed on the ROV, and how
the center of mass changed when interacting with objects and the resistance of the water. It was
extremely rewarding to see the hard work pay off in the end during the filming for Internationals
and how all of the improvements and slight changes made a huge difference in our performance.
All these lessons learned will be implemented in the next season, much like how our design this
year was based on last season’s failures. That is why every season gets better and better. We will
take these mistakes and learn from them to create more in-depth designs in the future.
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Appendix A: Budget
Component Vendor Component Used? Cost

Gear Pack (gears, spacers) Amazon 5 gears, 2 spacers used in the
gearbox

$0.88

Steel Axles Pack Amazon 4 axles used in the gearbox $2.80

Fish Weight Pack Amazon 6 weights used to sink the ROV $0.68

Styrofoam Amazon 1.5"x1.5"x.5" piece used to test
floatation

$0.05

2"x6"x6" Cedar Wood Lowes 1 piece made into the controller $1.76

Floaties School 4 pieces used to test floatation $0

Paper Clips Amazon 5 paper clips used as pins/to hold
items

$0.04

New Rov (3D) School Frame of ROV with gearbox $2.75

New Side motors (3D) School Holds the side motors $1.60

Side extenders School Holds the steel rod $0.20

Up down motor
cover(3D)

School Covers up/down motor $0.60

Side Motor covers(3D) School Covers side motors $1.20

Ramps (3D) School Helps move floating items $0.45

Stoppers(3D) School Allows us to push floating $0.20

Hook (3D) School Picks up sunken items $0.45

Total Cost of SeaPerch
Components

$13.66
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Engineering Notebook
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